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Abstract
This thesis consists of one co-authored and two single-authored chapters; each investigates
some friction in the credit market. The first chapter is an empirical one; it isolates the effect of
the foreign currency on the loan performance of firms borrowing in different currencies in
crisis time. I use a novel micro-level dataset from Hungary to decompose the factors
contributing to the higher loan deterioration of foreign currency borrowers compared to local
currency debtors. The results suggest that foreign currency denomination can increase the
default probability considerably (even by 7 percentage points). Hence regulators should pay
more attention to loans denominated in safe haven currencies, since they harm particularly in
bad times.
The second chapter is also empirical and is co-authored with Steven Ongena and Ibolya
Schindele. It studies the impact of monetary policy on the supply of bank credit when bank
lending is also denominated in foreign currencies. Accessing a comprehensive supervisory
dataset from Hungary, we find that the supply of bank credit in a foreign currency is less
sensitive to changes in domestic monetary conditions than the equivalent supply in the
domestic currency. Changes in foreign monetary conditions similarly affect bank lending
more in the foreign than in the domestic currency. Hence when banks lend in multiple
currencies the domestic bank lending channel is weakened and international bank lending
channels become operational.
The third chapter is a theoretical piece. It extends the standard global games framework by
introducing an addition target on which agents can coordinate on. Global games are
appropriate to model economic situations where agents have incentive to coordinate on some
action, but due to incomplete information perfect coordination fails. I compare the
multidimensional case to the standard global games problem. Furthermore, I investigate the
effects of consolidating the multiple targets. I find that introducing an additional option
generates a negative strategic correlation between the options and thus weakens the
coordination. However, unifying the options eliminates the endogenous correlation and thus
restores the coordination. I also show two potential applications to be modeled by the
multidimensional global games framework.
Why Do Firms Default on Their Foreign Currency Loans? The Case of Hungary
Chapter 1 analyzes the factors contributing to the decline in loan quality of firms borrowing in
different currencies during the 2008 crisis. I study a micro level dataset covering all firms
with bank loan in Hungary. I assess what part of the change in the default rate is due to
foreign currency denomination and to other effects of the crisis.
I find that the foreign currency denomination can increase the default probability
considerably. For firms borrowing in Swiss Franc the currency effect varies between 0.7
percentage points and 7 percentage points, thus it accounts for 22%-42% of the overall default

change. In case of firms with Euro loan the effect varies between -0.2 and 1.7 percentage
points and thus run to -9%-18% of the overall default change. A large part of this effect is
attributed the exchange rate volatility, and indeed, the Hungarian Forint depreciated more
against the Swiss Franc than against the Euro.
The comparison of the currency borrower groups shows that not only the currency effect, but
also the other crisis effects are the highest for firms with Swiss Franc loan. Hence loans
denominated in foreign currency afflicted exactly those companies the most who were also hit
the hardest by the crisis. These correlated shocks caused the salient decline in loan quality of
the Swiss Franc borrowers.
These results highlight the importance of regulating the borrowing in safe haven currencies.
In emerging countries the loans denominated in safe haven currencies are often popular
during credit boom periods, since they are typically cheaper than credit denominated in local
currencies. However, in a crisis the safe haven currencies appreciate to the local currency and
thus the debt burden of their borrowers increases. Thus, these loans are advantageous in good
times and harmful in bad times.
In Lands of Foreign Currency Credit, Bank Lending Channels Run Through?
joint with Steven Ongena and Ibolya Schindele
Chapter 2 analyzes the differential impact of domestic and foreign monetary policy on the
local supply of bank credit in domestic and foreign currencies. We analyze a novel,
supervisory dataset from Hungary that records all bank lending to firms including its currency
denomination. This chapter therefore takes the next obvious step in the empirical literature
that identifies - with micro-data - the impact of monetary policy on the provision of credit.
Accounting for time-varying firm-specific heterogeneity in loan demand, we find that a lower
domestic interest rate expands the supply of credit in the domestic but not in the foreign
currency. A lower foreign interest rate on the other hand expands lending by lowly versus
highly capitalized banks relatively more in the foreign than in the domestic currency.
The implications of our findings for monetary policy making are straightforward but salient.
Local bank lending in foreign currencies limits the flow of the transmission of domestic
monetary policy through a bank lending channel in the domestic currency only. Lending in
foreign currencies is seemingly mostly unaffected by domestic monetary policy. On the other
hand, monetary policies pursued by central banks abroad may affect local bank lending in
these foreign currencies. Changes in foreign monetary policy, therefore, also seems to
transmit to local lending, through an international bank-lending channel that changes the
currency composition of the local bank loan supply. Overall, these findings suggest that calls
for global monetary policy coordination even during normal times are well-founded (though
difficult and unlikely given current institutional mandates).

Multidimensional global games and some applications
Chapter 3 investigates the coordination aspect of multidimensional global games. Global
games are coordination games with incomplete information; they have been applied to several
economic situations, such as bank runs, currency crisis, and technology adoption. I extend the
standard global games framework by introducing and additional coordination target.
Multidimensionality has an important consequence for the power of coordination. When there
are multiple options, coordination weakens. This is due to strategic motives of agents. Agents
have incentives to make mutually consistent actions. Since there are a fixed number of agents,
when there are multiple options, their power is split. The more people coordinate on one
option the less people there are who can potentially coordinate on the other. This generates a
negative correlation between the two options which I call strategic correlation.
The key element of the model is the interaction of the coordination motives of agents to move
together and the substitutability of the options. When there are multiple options, each
potential object of coordination, they are in fact substitutes. Thus, with multiple options the
coordination disperses. However, unifying the options eliminates the coordination split and
thus strengthens the power of coordination.
I show two applications which can be modeled by the multidimensional global games
framework. The first application is the choice of invoicing currency of oil. In the oil market
the historically established currency is the US Dollar. I show that there are situations when an
agent would switch to the usage of a new currency if there were one new currency besides the
US Dollar, however, would not switch if there were two other currencies. The second
application is the introduction of common European bond. A common argument for joint
issuance is that it smooths out idiosyncratic risk. While this argument is present in my model,
there is an extra layer: joint bond issuance can make participating countries more vulnerable
to speculative attacks.
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